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What is a SCORP?
The Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) serves as a guide for all public 
outdoor recreation in urban and rural neighborhoods, cities, and regions for a given state. The 
SCORP attempts to bring together the wants and needs of the recreation users and providers into a 
single, comprehensive document. 
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The SCORP serves as a guide for all public outdoor recreation in urban and rural neighborhoods, cities, and regions for a given state. The SCORP attempts to bring together the wants and needs of the recreation users and providers into a single, comprehensive document. 



Minimum 
Requirements

1. Describe the process and methodology 
2. Ample public participation
3. Comprehensive coverage
 Identify outdoor recreation issues
 Evaluate demand 
 Evaluates supply 

4. An implementation program that 
identifies the State’s strategies, priorities, 
and actions for LWCF funding

5. Address current information on wetlands 
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a. The plan must describe the process and methodology(s) chosen by the State b. The planning process must include ample opportunity for public participation involving all segments of the state's population. c. The plan must be comprehensive (1) Identifies outdoor recreation issues of statewide importance based upon, but not limited to, input from the public participation program. Identify those issues and addressing through the LWCF and by other means;  identifies outdoor recreation issues of statewide importance based upon, but not limited to, input from the public participation program. The plan must also identify those issues that the state will address through the LWCF, and those issues which may be addressed by other means;  2. evaluates demand or public outdoor recreation preferences, but not necessarily through quantitative statewide surveys or analyses; and  3. evaluates the supply of outdoor recreation resources and facilities, but not necessarily through quantitative statewide inventories. d. An implementation program that identifies the State's strategies, priorities, and actions for the obligation of its LWCF apportionment.  The implementation program must be of sufficient detail for use in developing project selection criteria for the State’s Open Project Selection Process (OPSP) so projects submitted to NPS for LWCF funding will implement the SCORP. The implementation program must be of sufficient detail to demonstrate that projects submitted to the NPS for LWCF funding implement the planE. Contain or reference a wetlands priority component consistent with Section 303 of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986.  (1) Be consistent with the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan, prepared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; (2) Provide evidence of consultation with the state agency responsible for fish and wildlife resources; (3) Contain a listing of those wetland types which should receive priority for acquisition;  (4) Consider outdoor recreation opportunities associated with its wetlands resources for meeting the State’s public outdoor recreation needs. f. The plan may consist of a single document or may be comprised of multiple documents as long as the guidelines as met The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act requires states and territories to update the SCORP periodically. In each update, the state will evaluate the demand and supply of public outdoor recreation resources, document emerging trends shaping future public recreation facility needs, identify top public recreation priorities for the state (or by regions), and provide opportunities for ample public participation.  The SCORP is meant to inform and guide outdoor recreation policies and actions throughout the state for five years, but it is a broadly-written state policy document rather than a regulatory tool. The SCORP must include an “implementation plan” of proposed steps to address identified priorities.  A tool: •Provides government agencies, communities, and non-profits with a reference for outdoor recreation preferences, use trends, and issues relevant to Alaska through 2021• Identifies statewide capital investment priorities for acquiring, developing, and protecting outdoor recreation resources• Identifies the state’s priorities and strategies for LWCF funding, and •Provides information that agencies and communities need to ensure their project proposals are eligible for LWCF assistance.



Land Water 
Conservation Funds 

(LWCF)

• Land and Water Conservation Act of 1965
• The income for the LWCF is provided largely from Outer 

Continental Shelf mineral receipts. 

• Assist in preserving and developing outdoor recreation
• Provides matching grants to States and through States 

to local governments
• For acquisition and development of public outdoor 

recreation sites & facilities. 

• 50% match
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Land Water Conservation Fund, or LWCF -Launched in 1965-LWCF is a federal program that effectively doubles Alaskan investment in trails, campgrounds, cabins, parks, and playgrounds, boat launches, an other outdoor OR infrastructure.-LWCF is facilitated through the state, and funding it available to state, city, local, and tribal governments. Those entitities have the option to work closely with non-profit partners-The funds come from a revenue raise by federal off-shore oil lease licensing fees and intended to offset the impacts of domestic fossil fuel extraction with improvements to public recreation resources The LWCF Act was enacted to strengthen the health and vitality of the American people through matching grants that create and/or improve locally owned and managed public outdoor recreation facilities throughout the United States and its territories. Since 1965, the LWCF State and Local Assistance program has provided almost $3.7 billion in financial assistance country-wideThis has amounted to over 40,000 grants to state, tribal, and local governments.Since LWCF is a 50-50 matching grant program, comes from the applicant and recipient of the grant, beit a city, state, or tribal government.  the result is an investment of more than $70 million in the development or acquisition of public outdoor recreation facilities for Alaska.



Why does the SCORP 
matter to Alaskans?

Planning for the future of outdoor 
recreation in Alaska by:
• Prioritizing projects with Open 

Project Selection 
• Advocating for outdoor 

recreation by highlighting 
demand and capacity

LWCF 
Funding

Advocacy Tool

Project 
Prioritization
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Overview: While not all SCORP consider specific project development, our hope is to create a planning document that will exceede the LWCF requirements and extend into project prioritization systems and state advocacy. Prioritizing-State chooses projects though an open selection process -What we hope to do through a database of potential projects, especially shovel ready projects, is give the state a more readily available tool to make the selection, funding, and implementing process more efficient – to meet the growing need to improve and build out OR infrastructure in our state-Currently Outdoor recreation advisory board (ORTAB) has that role for prioritizing	-Changes can be made in priorities by Rick and through this SCORP process 	-SCORP will lay out the selection process -Database – is still an open process Advocating -Goal: to give another platform to the work of orgs like AK Outdoor Alliance is making the demand for OR development in the state expressly clear-SCORP can highlight the gap and synergy between demand and capacity in the state-The database system and inclusion of specific projects is another way to keep OR on the legislative agenda consistently and with the attention it deserves in the next 5 years -Include numbers on impact of OR in the state – what we already know now, with a deeper dive 



Timeline Overview
Winter 
2020-21

Spring 
2021

Summer 
2021

Fall 
2021

Extension 
into 2022

Winter 
2021-22

Preparation and 
Research

Statewide Advisory 
Group Development

Establish Database

Conduct Outreach 

Regional and Statewide 
Planning

SCORP Drafting with Public 
Meetings

Final Writing  
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Process OverviewPreparation & ResearchWhy 1 or 2 year options?-Dependent on funding available for surveys, regionally planning – we won’t know for a while-Database will take money-In order to meet the objectives of having the SCORP serve regional priorities and as an accurate representation of the outdoor industry in Alaska – more time would give more change for engagement Statewide Advisory GroupEstablish Advisory Group Priorities – overarching goals for SCORPComplete Table of ContentsDevelop User and Land Manager SurveysLiterature Reviews – Trends and  Issues data/research – foundation for issues and goalsSet up Data Base Structure – even if the execution will be phased; columns = attributes that define priorities Conduct Outreach	-Surveys to establish needs/priorities -Hopefully in-person -Listening sessions -Hope: input from as many people as we can – plan to use several to serve the whole state -Use of advisory group to reach their constituents  Establish Regional Groups – play a powerful role; timeline – there are already foundations for this; at least in rail belt and SE; are their sub-groups within for more populated areas? Conduct Surveys/Interviews-Map of regions to come! -The formation of the groups should be wide-spreading and locally led with support -Hope: build connections and make the space for coordination Planning and Drafting	 Advisory Group Review of Surveys – capturing statewide perspective; includes reps from some of the advisoryPopulate Data Base Draft SCORP 	 Public Meetings	 (in the Fall) – more meaningful Final Writing and FormattingFinal Advisory Group/Regional Stakeholder/Public CommentFormat and Finalize Document



A New VisionAdvisory group

5 Regions

Creation of a project database 
connected to GIS

Looking for solutions to themes 
such as a lack of funding

New Vision
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*Add map of the regions somewhere in hereQuestion later- is there more we can? What do we think about this approach?



Past SCORP:
3 Regions

New SCORP:
5 Regions 

Arctic

Interior

SW
SC

SE



Robust Public 
Engagement
Advisory Group

5 Regional Stakeholder Groups

Regional Working Groups

Public Survey

Land Manager Survey

Public Meetings
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*Change from the last slide to be 



Thank you!

Contact Us:
Mike Downs – michael_e_downs@nps.gov
Ricky Gease – ricky.gease@alaska.gov

For more information please visit:
- Alaska State Parks SCORP Page: http://dnr.alaska.gov/parks/scorp
- NPS LWCF Page: http://www.nps.gov/subjects/lwcf/index.htm
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